
Eva 
Report of conference  
Riga Febr  22-26, 2010 
Delegates: all countries with 2-5 teachers and 5-14 students;  
Dear Comenius friends,  
our meeting in Riga again was a meeting of the 6 members of 
the project and a special event to get to know and  include 
„new“ members  of Europe. 
We have opened doors for our schools to whatever initiative 
might evolve in the future from there. 
On the weekend prior to the conference delegations from 
Germany, Romania and Sardinia arrived, followed by Poland and 
Sicily. Altogether we were 15 teachers and 35 students, each 
country bringing at least 5 students. The majority found 

accommodation in families, the 
rest was put up in a hotel. 
Then a rich programm followed 
including the whole lot of guests, 
quite a challenge for our hosts 
which they did perfectly.  
Many thanks to Maija and Anda. 
The city of Riga (more than 1 mil 
inhabitants including the 
outskirts) presented itself as a 
modern metropole with a big and 

beautiful old town (Hanse League), 
with representative urban blocks in 
classical style of the 19th century 
and with many of them in art nouveau, 
with elegant shopping areas, with 

malls at 
the edges 
of the 

city 
centre, 

huge market halls, and a dense 
traffic system and public 
transport. 
Masses of snow in the streets and 
picturesque but also dangerous 
icicles on gutters gave us a live 

impression of what winter in those areas does mean. 
 
On Sun we could attend „Carmen“in the Riga Opera House. 
On Mon we were received by a brilliant show of traditional 
songs through the school choir, followed by never ending folk 
dance produced by the very young to the final classes of the 
school. Concentration and technical skill, interesting 
choreographies, traditional costumes and personal expression 
convinced us of the seriousness with which Latvian youngsters 
follow and show their identity.  
Kindheartedness through the words and symbolic gestures of the 
headmistress made us welcome. 



A great variety of getting to know 
each other acitvities, 
meeting the Latvian culture, 
encounter with the national 
history and its importance for 
Europe were in the programme in 
the following days. And all this in 
icy temperatures and snow. 
Our topic „Histroy by stories“ so 
far had been going a longer way. In 
Kielce/Poland in Nov 2008 we were concentrating on the 
realization of our concept. 
In Bremen/Germany in April 2009 hand written diaries with 
authentic texts from the 50ies could be represented. 
Grandparents in all our countries had witnessed the everyday 
life after the war being recorded in lovable diaries. 
In Italy in Oct 2009 the conference concentrated on the wild 
youth of the western world through picture stories while 
eastern countries reported about everyday repressions and 
dramatical attempts to escape. 
In Riga we focused on the 90ies. Tremendous political and 
social changes had taken place in the Eastern world including 
the fall of the wall in Germany. 
Riga students depicted the human chain between the 3 Baltic 
States in 1991 in order to demonstrate the independence of 
these countries. 
German students had made research work about the life of the 
time before the opening of the wall and in a role play they 
showed the fall of the Berlin wall.  
Polish students showed their political war of independence in 
the 90ies through a big poster file.  
Romanian students demonstrated their political liberation 
through a film story produced by the delegates themselves. 
Sicilians depicted through role-play what the mafia is and the 
assassination of politicians who persecuted the mafia in those 
days. 
Sardinians presented a film about the 70ies focusing on young 
people’s lives in those days. 
Thank you to all the students and teachers who were involved 
in the work. You contributed a great deal to our topic. All 
the results were very respectable,  
In the final step of our conference we decided to have the 
next and last conference in Iasi/Romania in May 10-14. 
We agreed that for the conference you should prepare video 
clips to various fields of everyday life in the present time.  
We decided individual topics by drawing lots, so the following 
regulations are taken: 
Romania works about „transport“ 
Poland about „technology“ 
Sicily about „food“ 
Latvia about „family“ 
Sardinia about „fashion“ 
Germany about „school“. 


